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Abstract

piece-wise afne texture warp operations that might introduce unwanted noise.
In our paper we address an important problem still hindering CLM performance. Specically, how should we
jointly optimize the response surfaces when estimating the
global non-rigid shape of the object? Current methods [7]
for joint optimization within a CLM are problematic as
they: (i) rely on computationally expensive generic optimizers such as the Nelder-Mead simplex [7] method, or (ii)
attempt to nd a local maximum in each patch response surface and then simply constrain these local maximums to be
consistent with the global shape prior [19]. Our work proposes a number of extensions and improvements to these
current approaches:• We show that a specic form of the classic LucasKanade [15] approach to gradient-descent image alignment can be viewed as a CLM where each local response surface is indirectly approximated through a
convex quadratic function. Since each of the approximated response surfaces are convex an explicit solution to the approximate joint minima can be found
(since it too is convex). This process can be iterated
until some convergence towards the actual joint minima is obtained. Unfortunately, this approach is restricted to patch experts that employ a sum of squared
differences (SSD) similarity measure and as a result is
not directly applicable within the generic CLM framework. (Section 4.1)
• To circumvent this limitation we propose an approach
that is able to directly t a convex quadratic to the local response surface of any type of patch-expert. As
a result we are able to apply a similar optimization as
employed in the Lucas-Kanade algorithm without the
problems associated with employing a SSD similarity
measure at each patch expert. (Section 4.2)
• Finally, we demonstrate improved non-rigid alignment
performance on the MultiPIE [10] and UNBC McMaster [1] archive facial databases. Our convex quadratic
approach exhibits superior performance to the exhaustive local search (ELS) approach [19] and leading

Constrained local models (CLMs) have recently demonstrated good performance in non-rigid object alignment/tracking in comparison to leading holistic approaches
(e.g., AAMs). A major problem hindering the development
of CLMs further, for non-rigid object alignment/tracking, is
how to jointly optimize the global warp update across all
local search responses. Previous methods have either used
general purpose optimizers (e.g., simplex methods) or graph
based optimization techniques. Unfortunately, problems exist with both these approaches when applied to CLMs. In
this paper, we propose a new approach for optimizing the
global warp update in an efcient manner by enforcing convexity at each local patch response surface. Furthermore,
we show that the classic Lucas-Kanade approach to gradient descent image alignment can be viewed as a special
case of our proposed framework. Finally, we demonstrate
that our approach receives improved performance for the
task of non-rigid face alignment/tracking on the MultiPIE
database and the UNBC-McMaster archive.

1. Introduction
In this paper we propose a new discriminative approach
for non-rigid object registration based on the constrained
local model (CLM) [7] framework rst proposed by Cristinacce and Cootes. A CLM is able to register a non-rigid object through the application of an ensemble of patch/region
experts to local search regions within the source image.
Given an appropriate non-rigid shape prior for the object,
the response surfaces from these local regions are then employed within a joint optimization process to estimate the
global non-rigid shape of the object. A major advantage
of CLMs over conventional methods for non-rigid registration such as active appearance models (AAMs) [6] lies in
their ability to: (i) be discriminative and generalize well
to unseen appearance variation; (ii) offer greater invariance
to global illumination variation and occlusion; (iii) model
the non-rigid object as an ensemble of low dimensional independent patch experts; and (iv) not employ complicated
1

holistic AAM [6] approaches to non-rigid object alignment. (Section 5)
Related Work:
Robust and accurate non-rigid alignment has been studied intensively in the last two decades
[3, 6, 22, 21, 7, 11, 13, 8, 9, 2, 20, 14]. Recently, a number
of registration methods have been developed based on local
region descriptors and a non-rigid shape prior. Apart from
the work of Cristinacce and Cootes [7], which is of central
focus in this paper, there have been a number of notable
works in the area. Gu and Kanade recently formulated nonrigid alignment tting as a Bayesian inference problem [11]
and then as a graph learning and searching problem [12].
Liang et al. [13] constructed a sophisticated Markov network using image parts and integrated the global shape prior
to optimize the face alignment. Liu [14] proposed a generic
face alignment method by combining a conventional point
distribution model (PDM) and a boosted appearance model
(BAM) to maximize a classication score.

2. Learning Constrained Local Models
The notation employed in this paper shall depart slightly
from canonical methods in order to easily allow the inclusion of patches of intensity at each coordinate rather than
just pixels. When a template ! is indexed by the coordinate vector x = ["# $]! it not only refers to the pixel intensity at that position, but the local support region (patch)
around that position. For additional robustness the % × %
support region1 is extracted after the image has been suitably normalized for scale and rotation to a base template of
the non-rigid object. ! (x" ) and & (x" ) refer to the vector
concatenation of image intensity values within the 'th region (patch) of the template image ! and the source image
& , respectively.

ordinate center x. & is the source image, !$ is the +th
support vector, *$ is the corresponding support weight,
)$ ! {,-. /0+1,23 ("1)# /0+1,23 (+1)} is the corresponding support label, and 4% is the number of support vectors.PEmploying a linear SVM is advantageous as it allows
#!
)$ *$ !$ (x) to be pre-computed rather than evalufor $=1
ated at every !x. The support images !$ are obtained from
an ofine training set of positive and negative images. Positive patch examples were obtained for patches centered at
the duciary points of our training images, while negative
examples were obtained by sampling patches shifted away
from the ground truth.
An approximate probabilistic output was then obtained
by tting a logistic regression function [4] to the output
(ˆ of the support vector machine and the labels $ = {not
aligned ("1), aligned (+1)}
%̂ ($ = 1|(ˆ(!x)) =

1

(2)
1
where / and 5 are learned through a cross-validation process.
+ 2&'ˆ(!x)+(

where (ˆ(!x) is the match-score for the patch-expert at
coordinate displacement !x from the current patch co-

Obtaining Local Responses: Once the patch expert has
been trained we can obtain a local response for an individual patch expert by performing an exhaustive search in the
neighboring region of that patch’s current position within
the source image. In our experiments, we found a search
window size of 25 × 25 pixels for each patch gave good
results for a face object with an inter-ocular distance of 50
pixels.
Example response surfaces are shown in Figure 1. To
illustrate the effectiveness of our patch experts we placed
the center of the searching window randomly away from
the ground truth position. From the top row to the bottom in
Figure 1(b-e), it shows the local responses for patch experts
describing the left eyebrow, the nose bridge, the nose end,
and the right mouth corner, respectively. As one can see,
the estimated responses perform a good job of nding the
ground truth location. All response surfaces were obtained
from a linear SVM.
In Figure 1(b), 125 positive examples and 15' negative
examples were used to train each patch expert, while in
Figure 1(c), 125 positive examples and 8' negative examples were used. Both positive and negative examples contained 15 × 15 patches extracted from the training images.
As we can see, the performance of the patch experts learned
by a smaller training set, shown in Figure 1(c) and (e) is almost the same as the performance seen for experts trained
on a larger number of training examples in Figure 1(b) and
(d). This result demonstrated that our patch-experts had
a reasonable amount of training examples for employment
within a CLM framework.

1 A typical patch size is 15 × 15 in our experiments for a face object
with an inter-ocular distance of 50 pixels.

Estimating the PDM: A point distribution model
(PDM) [6] is used for a parametric representation of the

Estimating Patch Experts: The choice of classier employed to learn patch experts within a CLM can be considered to be largely arbitrary allowing the use of a variety of
methods such as boosting schemes [4, 14] (e.g., AdaBoost,
GentleBoost, etc.) or relevance vector machine (RVMs) [4]
to mention just a few. A linear SVM was chosen in our work
over other classiers due to its computational advantages in
that,
ˆ
((!x)
=

#!
X

)$ *$ !$ (x)! & (x + !x)

$=1

= & (x + !x)!

#!
X

)$ *$ !$ (x)

(1)

$=1
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1. Examples of local search responses: (a) is the source
image to be aligned. (b) shows the local search responses using
patch experts trained by 125 positive examples and 15! negative
examples. (c) shows the local search responses trained by 125
positive examples and 8! negative examples. (d) and (e) show
the estimated logistic regression weight values of (b) and (c), respectively. A high intensity value indicates a small matching error
between the template and the source image patch. Each row in (be) shows the responses and weights within a 25 × 25 local search
window. The location of each search window is illustrated in the
source image (a) as a black box, while the red cross illustrate the
ground truth alignment. It is interesting to see that the patch experts learned by a smaller training set (including 8! negative examples) have very similar performance as the ones trained by large
training examples (including 15k negative examples).

non-rigid shape variation in the CLM. The non-rigid warp
function can be described as,
W(z; p) = z + Vp

(3)

[x!1 # 6 6 6 # x!# ]! , p is a parametric vector describ-

where z =
ing the non-rigid warp, and V is the matrix of concatenated
eigenvectors. 4 is the number of patch-experts. Procrustes
analysis [6] is applied to all shape training observations in
order remove all similarity. Principal component analysis
(PCA) [4] is then employed to obtain shape eigenvectors V
that preserved 95% of the similarity normalized shape variation in the train set. In this paper, the rst 4 eigenvectors
of V are forced to correspond to similarity (i.e., translation,
scale and rotation) variation.

3. Constrained Local Model Fitting
Based on the patch experts learned in Section 2 we
can pose non-rigid alignment as the following optimization
problem,
X
7" {& (x" + V" p)}
(4)
arg min
p

"

where 7" () is the inverted classier score function obtained from applying the 'th patch expert to the source image patch intensity & (x" + !x" ). The displacement !x"
is constrained to be consistent with the PDM dened in

Equation 3, where the matrix V can be decomposed into
submatrices V" for each 'th patch expert, i.e., V =
[V!1 # 6 6 6 # V!# ]! .
In general, it is difcult to solve for p in Equation 4 as
7" () is a discrete function due to !x only taking on integer
values and there is no guarantee for 7" () being convex. Previous methods have either used general purpose optimizers
(e.g., Nelder-Mead simplex [16]) or attempted to pose the
problem as a form of graph optimization [7, 12]. Unfortunately, general purpose optimization techniques, such as
Nelder-Mead simplex [16], are often computationally expensive and require good initialization. In order to employ
graph optimization techniques like loopy belief propagation
it has been shown that the warp function W(z; p) needs to
be spatially sparse as described in [12].
Exhaustive Local Search: An efcient approach to solve
for p in Equation 4 is to use the exhaustive local search
(ELS) method proposed in [19]. Instead of optimizing for
the holistic warp update p directly, it optimizes for 4 local
translation updates by exhaustively searching local regions
of the object,
!x" = arg min 7" {& (x" + !x)}
!x

(5)

where !x" is the local warp displacement of the 'th region/patch (' = 1 6 6 6 4 ) within a local search region. Then
we enforce the warp update !p by a weighted least-squares
optimization [19]
¢!1
¡
VW!z
!p = VWV!

(6)

where V is the Jacobian matrix )W(z;0)
from the PDM de)p
ned in Equation 3. The weighting matrix W is dened as
a diagonal matrix 2 ,
W = 3+/1{8*1 # 8+1 # 6 6 6 # 8*" # 8+" }
Based on !p, we update the current warp p by W(z; p) #
W(z; p) $ W(z; !p). This algorithm is performed iteratively until ||p|| 9= : or a maximum number of iterations
is reached.

4. Our Approach
A drawback to the ELS-based approach, however, is that
the holistic warp update !p is not estimated directly, but
simply constrains all the local updates !x" to lie within
the subspace spanned by V. A desirable solution is to optimize the objective error function in Equation 4 jointly without checking all possible combinations of discrete local response values. In this section, we propose a new approach
to jointly optimize p by convex quadratic tting.
2 In our experiments, we used the patch expert condences estimated by
Equation 2 to dene the weighting matrix W.

4.1. Learning from Lucas-Kanade

4.2. Generic Convex Quadratic Curve Fitting

To gain insight into why convex quadratic tting is useful it is of interest to briey review the Lucas-Kanade gradient descent algorithm [15, 6, 3]. Let us assume that we
are attempting to solve for 4 local translation updates as in
Equation 5 for the ELS method. The only exception will lie
in our employment of a sum of squared differences (SSD)
error function instead of the generic 7" () objective error
function,

When assuming 7" () is a SSD classier it is possible
to gain a convex quadratic approximation to the true error
responses. A major advantage of these approximations is
that it gives a direct method to gain an estimate of the global
warp update. In this section we shall elucidate upon how
we can generalize this result for any type of objective error
function.
Specically, our approach shall attempt to estimate the
parameters A" , b" and =" , for each patch response surface,
through the following optimization
P
arg minA# -b# -.# !x k7" (!x)
"!x! A" !x + 2b!" !x " =" k2
(13)
>?5@2=. .- A" Â 0

!x" = arg min k! (x" ) " & (x" + !x)k2
!x

(7)

where ! is an arbitrarily dened template. When employing a SSD error function we no longer have to exhaustively
search a local region around x" . Instead, we can employ a
rst order Taylor series approximation at & (x" ) to rewrite
Equation 7 as,
!x" = arg min k;(x" ) " <! (x" )!xk2
!x

(8)

which can be expressed generically in the form of a
quadratic,
(9)
!x! A" !x " 2b!" !x + ="
given,

A"
b"
="

= <(x" )<! (x" )
= <(x" );(x" )
= ;! (x" );(x" )

(10)

where ;(x" ) = ! (x" ) " & (x" ), and <(x" ) is the 2 × % 2
local gradient matrix ),)x(x## ) for each set of % 2 intensities
centered around x" .
Since A" is virtually always guaranteed of being positive
denite3 , this implies the quadratic in Equation 9 is convex
and has a unique minima. Since the summation of 4 convex
functions is still a convex function [5] it is possible to solve
not only for the local translation updates but the entire warp
update !p explicitly,
¢!1
¡
Vb
(11)
!p = VAV!
where V is the matrix of concatenated eigenvectors describing the PDM in Equation 3, b = [b!1 # 6 6 6 # b!# ]! and the
matrix A has the form
$
!
0
A1 6 6 6
"
.. %
..
A = # ...
(12)
.
. &
0

6 6 6 A#

As we are only using an approximation to the true SSD error surface it is necessary within the Lucas-Kanade algorithm to iterate this operation in a similar manner to the
ELS approach and constantly update the warp estimate p
until convergence.
3 Actually, A is always guaranteed of being positive semidenite. In
!
the rare occurrence that A! is positive semidenite but not positive denite
(i.e., singular) we can employ a weighted identity matrix to ensure its rank.

where 7" (!x) = 7" {& (x" + !x)}. We should emphasize that 7" () is now not necessarily a SSD classier but
can be any function that gives a low value for correct alignment. We should note that our proposed approach differs
from the standard Lucas-Kanade algorithm in the sense that
the actual error response for different translations must be
estimated over a local region. In the original Lucas-Kanade
approach no such local search responses are required.
For clarity, we list the outline of our convex quadratic
curve tting method in Algorithm 1. Furthermore, for 2D
Input:- learned patch experts, source image (" ),
Jacobian matrix (V)
initial warp guess (p),
index to the template (z), threshold (#)
Output:- nal warp (p)
1. Warp the source image " with the current similarity
transform from p.
2. Compute the local responses $ based on the learned patch
experts and the source image " .
3. Estimate the convex quadratic curve tting parameters A! ,
b! and %! from Equation 14 for each patch.
4. Estimate the warp update !p using Equation 11.
5. Update the warp z0 = W(z; p) using
W(z; p) ! W(z; p) " W(z; !p).

6. Repeat steps 1-5 until ||!p|| &= # or max iterations
reached.

Algorithm 1: Our convex quadratic curve' tting method.
¸
/11 /12
image alignment, we can assume A" =
and
/12 /22
b" = [51 # 52 ]. Consequently, Equation 13 can be linearized
into the following form
P
arg min&11 -&22 -&12 -(1 -(2 -.
*-+ k7" ("# $) " 2/12 "$
"/11 "2 " /22 $ 2 + 251 " + 252 $ " =k2
>?5@2=. .- /11 /22 A 2/212
(14)

where 7" ("# $) = 7" {& (x" + !x)} and !x = ["# $]! .
The above optimization is a quadratically constrained
quadratic program (QCQP) and in general costly to be
solved directly [5]. In the following sections, we will show
some simplied versions of this generic quadratic curve tting optimization.
Quadratic Program Curve Fitting: One way to reduce
the complexity of Equation 14 is to enforce A" to be a diagonal matrix with 'non-negative¸diagonal elements. More
/11 0
specically, A" =
, where /11 # /22 A 0. As
0 /22
a result, Equation 14 can be simplied as
P
arg min&11 -&22 -(1 -(2 -.
*-+ k7" ("# $)
(15)
"/11 "2 " /22 $2 + 251 " + 252 $ " =k2
>?5@2=. .- /11 A 0# /22 A 0
which can be solved efciently through quadratic programming [5]. We shall refer to this method of tting a CLM
as convex quadratic tting (CQF).
When the local search responses from our patch experts
have outliers as shown in Figure 1, it might be difcult to
have accurate surface tting. In the following section we
will introduce a robust error function to improve the robustness of curve tting.
Robust Error Function: Robust error functions have been
used in many registration approaches [3, 17] to improve robustness for non-rigid image alignment. Although there are
many different choices [17], a sigmoid function is selected
similar to the weighting function in Equation 2. In particular, we dene the robust error function in the following
form,
1
B(E(x); C) =
1 + 2!kE (x)k2 +/
where C is a scale parameter which can be estimated from
E(x). Essentially, this function assigns lower weights to the
response values whose tting error is larger than the scale
parameter C, since they are more likely to be the outliers.
As a result, the original curve tting problem in Equation 13
can be rewritten as
P
arg minA# -b# -.#
!x B(E(!x); C)
(16)
>?5@2=. .- A" Â 0
where E(!x) = 7(!x) " !x! A" !x + 2b!" !x " =" . By
performing a rst-order Taylor expansion of B(E(!x); C),
we can derive the global update !p explicitly in a similar
form to Equation 11
¢!1
¡
VBb
(17)
!p = VBAV!
where B is a 24 × 24 diagonal matrix with
B($-$)

=

B($+1-$+1)

=

DB(E("" # $" ); C" )
D""
DB(E("" # $" ); C" )
D$"

where + = 2' and ' = 1 6 6 6 4. We shall refer to this
method of tting a CLM as robust convex quadratic tting
(RCQF).
Example Fits: Examples of local response surface tting
can be found in Figure 2, which illustrates the convex parametric representation of the non-parametric responses of local patch experts. The red cross shows the ground truth location in the search window. The closer the peaks of the
local responses are to the red cross indicates the better the
performance of the method. We can see that in most cases
ELS, CQF, and RCQF methods can all achieve good performance. However, our proposed CQF and RCQF methods in
(c) and (d) respectively are less sensitive to local minima
than the ELS method in (b). We should note that although
the learned patch responses look smooth, they are not generated by a mere smoothing step. Instead, they are continuous
convex surfaces achieved by the constrained curve tting
proposed in this paper. The key point of enforcing the convexity of each local patch response is to nd a convex local
function, which is essential to achieve a fast convergence
for the global optimization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Examples of tting local search responses: (a) is the local search responses in Figure 1(d) using patch experts trained by
a linear support vector machine (SVM). (b-d) show the surface tting results. More specically, (b) picks the local displacement
with the minimum response value in the search window, while (c)
and (d) t the local search response surface by a quadratic kernel
in Equation 15 and a quadratic kernel with a robust error function in Equation 16, respectively. The brighter intensity means the
smaller matching error between the template and the source image
patch. In each search window, the red cross illustrates the ground
truth location. As we can see, in most cases, the above three methods can all achieve good performance, while the proposed convex
quadratic tting (CQF) (c) and the robust convex quadratic tting
(RCQF) (d) methods are less sensitive to local minima than the
exhaustive local search (ELS) method (b).

4.3. Computational Complexity
In this section, we investigate the computation complexity of the our proposed approach and provide a comparison
to comparable gradient-descent methods [15, 6, 3]. For clarity purposes, we use the following parameters, 4, 4! , 40
and 41 , to denote the number of patch experts, the number
of pixels within each patch expert, the size of a local search
window and the number of shape parameters in the point
distribution model (PDM) respectively. In our method we
use a square search window and patch expert, so we dene
* to be the ratio between their size, i.e., 40 = *2 4! .
It has been demonstrated that the simultaneous and the
project out extensions [3] to the Lucas-Kanade algorithm
can be employed quite efciently within an AAM framework. The main difference our proposed CLM approach
has with methods exists in steps 2-4 of Algorithm 1. More
specically,
¢ iteration the computational complex¡ at each
ity¡ is O *2 4 4¢!2 for Step 2, O (4 4! ) for Step 3 and
O 412 4 + 413 for Step 4 respectively. Furthermore, for
the convex quadratic tting in Section 4.2 there are only
5 parameters in Equation 15 which can be solved in polynomial time through quadratic programming [5]. As a result,
the complexity of Step 2 is negligible compared to Steps 1
and 3. (Note that there is a small additional cost with robust error functions in Section 4.2, which will be analyzed
further in our future work.) Therefore, in our proposed approach, the overall computational complexity of estimating
the warp update in steps 2-4 is
¢
¡
(18)
O *2 4 4!2 + 412 4 + 413
Based on [3], we can also obtain the following computational complexity for the warp estimating steps in the simultaneous method
¢
¡
(19)
O 4 4! (41 + 42 )2 + (41 + 42 )3
and

¢
¡
O 4 4! (41 + 42 ) + (41 + 42 )2

(20)

in the project out method, where 42 is the number of the
appearance parameters in an AAM. We can see that for a
small * (whose typical value is 1 " 2 in our experiments),
Equation 18 lies between Equation 20 and Equation 19.
Therefore, our proposed algorithm has comparable speed
performance with existing gradient-descent AAM methods.

5. Experiments
We conducted our experiments on two independent data
sets: the MultiPIE face database [10] and the UNBCMcMaster archive [1]. The frontal portion of the MultiPIE
database is used in our experiments. Among them 125 subjects were used for learning and the other 125 subjects were
used for testing. The UNBC-McMaster archive [1] contains
video clips of clinical patients with shoulder injuries. These

clips contain a large amount of head motion and facial expression. All the images had 66 ducial points annotated as
the ground truth data.

5.1. Evaluation
In all our experiments the similarity normalized base
template had an inter-ocular distance of 50 pixels. To test
the robustness of our algorithms, we set the initial warp randomly with 5 " 10 pixels root mean squared point error
(RMS-PE) from the ground-truth coordinates. These initial starting points were selected based on our ofine experiments with the OpenCV Viola-Jones face detector [18],
which regularly gave us an initial starting point between
5 " 10 RMS-PE.
For a fair comparison, we took into account differing
face scales between testing images. This is done by rst
removing the similarity transform between the estimated
shape and the base template shape and then computing the
RMS-PE between the 66 points. In all our experiments 5
random warps were created for each source image in the
testing set. To compare all our algorithms we employed
an alignment convergence curve (ACC) [7]. These curves
have a threshold distance in RMS-PE on the x-axis and
the percentage of trials that achieved convergence (i.e., nal alignment RMS-PE below the threshold) on the y-axis.
A perfect alignment algorithm would receive an ACC that
has 100% convergence for all threshold values.

5.2. Comparison Results
In this section we evaluate the performance of the three
CLM algorithms discussed in our paper for non-rigid alignment, specically, the ELS (Section 3), CQF (Section 4.2)
and RCQF (Section 4.2) methods. For completeness, we
also included the simultaneous AAM method which is considered one of the leading algorithms for holistic non-rigid
alignment [3]. In our results we shall refer to this algorithm
simply as the AAM method. Figure 3 shows the results of
our comparison.
As discussed in Section 2 the CLM methods have several
advantages over the holistic AAM method in terms of accuracy and robustness to appearance variation. The results in
Figure 3 on the MultiPIE face database further support these
claims. We can see in Figure 3 that the CLM algorithms all
outperformed the AAM method. Furthermore, the proposed
CQF and RCQF methods both received better performance
than the ELS method. The RCQF method had the best performance amongst all the alignment methods. Examples of
alignment result on different subjects are also shown in Figure 5 to illustrate the performance of the different methods
compared in Figure 3.
We also evaluated our proposed method to track nonrigid facial motion in video sequences. To evaluate the
performance we conducted comparison experiments on a
subset of the UNBC-McMaster archive [1] which included
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
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Figure 3. A comparison of results using the MultiPIE face
database [10]. 125 subjects were included in the training set and
the other 125 subjects were used for testing. The initial shape error
was between 5 # 10 pixels RMS-PE. The following four methods
were included in the comparison: (i) the exhaustive local search
(ELS), (ii) the convex quadratic tting (CQF) method, (iii) the robust convex quadratic tting (RCQF) and (iv) the active appearance model (AAM) method. As we can see, the CLM methods
all outperformed the holistic AAM method by higher alignment
accuracy and larger convergence rates. Moreover, the proposed
CQF and RCQF methods had further improved the alignment performance of the ELS method. The RCQF method shows the best
performance among all alignment methods.

Convergence Rate

video clips of 6 clinical patients with signicant head motion and facial expression. There are 200 " 400 frames in
each video sequence. To make this task even more challenging we trained all models, including the PDM and the patch
experts, separately on the MultiPIE face database [10]. As
shown in Figure 4, all CLM methods had much better performance than the AAM method. Furthermore, compared
to the ELS method, the proposed CQF and RCQF method
were both more robust and accurate on non-rigid motion
tracking.
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In this paper, we proposed a number of extensions to
the canonical constrained local models (CLM) framework
of Cristinannce and Cootes [7]. Specically, we proposed
an approach that is able to jointly optimize the local responses in an efcient manner when estimating the global
non-rigid shape of an object. Our approach attempted to
model each local response using a convex quadratic function. This convex quadratic framework was motivated by
the effectiveness of the canonical Lucas-Kanade algorithm
when dealing with a similar optimization problem. By enforcing this convexity it was possible, through an iterative
method, to solve jointly for the global non-rigid shape of the
object. Furthermore, our extension of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm leaded to an efcient and robust implementation of
the CLM method.
We evaluated the performance of our proposed method
using the CMU MultiPIE face database [10] and the UNBCMcMaster archive [1]. The experimental results demonstrated that our robust convex quadratic CLM has better
alignment performance than other evaluated CLMs and
leading existing holistic methods for alignment/tracking
(i.e., AAMs). In future work, we shall investigate other
discriminant classiers such as boosting schemes [4, 14] or
relevance vector machine (RVMs) [4] to further improve the
performance of our patch experts. We would also like to
explore alternate geometric constraints to handle large deformations and occlusion.
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Figure 4. A comparison of tracking results on a subset of the
UNBC-McMaster archive [1] which includes video clips of 6 clinical patients with signicant head motion and facial expression.
There are 200 # 400 frames in each video sequence. To make
this task even more challenging, we trained all models, including
the PDM and the patch experts, separately on the MultiPIE face
database [10]. The denition of the terms can be found in the caption of Figure 3. As we can see, all CLM methods had much better
performance than the holistic AAM method. Furthermore, the proposed CQF and RCQF method outperformed the ELS method by
a larger margin in the accuracy and convergence rate compared to
Figure 3. One hypothesis is that the patch experts trained in one
data set does not perform as well in a new data set. By enforcing the convex constraint, the joint optimization can suppress the
outliers and improve the robustness and accuracy of the non-rigid
alignment.
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